
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.1.27  26.8.2010 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

� Improved disclosure for investment bonds 
� New support for distribution funds 
� Improved out of market disclosure for ISA transfer as part of Structured Investment cases 
� Improved out of market disclosure for ISA transfers done as part of Structured Investment 

recommendation 
� Improved support for documenting access to an employer sponsored pension scheme 
� New benefits disclosure for personal pensions 
� New product providers 

o Verbatim Asset Management 
o Elevate 

� New risk profiler support 
o Oxford Risk 
o Skandia Risk Profiler by Towers Watson – formerly Watson Wyatt 

� New investment funds 
o IM Verbatim Portfolio 3, 4, 5 income, 5 growth, 6 & 7 
o F&C Lifestyle Defensive, Cautious, Balanced, Growth 
o LV= Managed Portfolio 3 - 7 
o Verbatim Model Portfolio Risk Level 2 - 10 

� Improved disclosure of key documents issued for investment recommendations 
� Bug fix for protection cases where no waiver of premium benefit is included 
� Bug fix for pensions establishment charge %, large fund rebate % and loyalty bonus %  
� Minor layout corrections 

 



Improved disclosure for investment bonds 
Each product recommendation in e-Suitability is accompanied by a brief outline of the product 
features.  Previously, this description implied that any withdrawals from an investment bond 
would be of a fixed amount and therefore funded by cancelling investment units.  Distribution 
funds don’t operate this way – they distribute “natural income” to investors of variable amounts.  
Now, text to explain investment bonds has been amended to include the possibility of this type of 
income distribution.  Example text for an onshore investment bond follows. 
 

 
 
 
New support for distribution funds 
As well as improved explanatory text for investment bonds, we are pleased to announce new 
automated support for distribution fund recommendations for investment bonds.  Previously, 
features of a distribution fund could be documented using the insertion point in the report 
labelled, “further reasons for fund choice”. 
 
Now, we have introduced automated text to explain the normal operation of a distribution fund.  
This may be done by beginning to prepare the recommendation in the normal way. 
 
Clicking the “Add Contract” button will cause the following window to appear. 
 

 
 
The screenshot above shows details of a typical investment bond selection screen. 
 



Clicking the “Funds” button will cause the following window to appear. 
 

  
 
Notice the listed item, “FUND DESCRIPTION – include explanatory text for distribution fund”.  
Selecting this item followed by clicking the “Add” button will cause the line to be registered in the 
funds window.  An example combination of items is shown below. 
 

 
 
Clicking the “Close” button followed by the “OK” button and a further “Close” button will revert 
the focus back to the familiar client folder screen as shown below. 
 

 
 



Now, you may produce the report by clicking the “Suitability Letter …” link in the normal way. 
 
An example of the distribution fund text follows. 
 

 
 
The text will be inserted into the section of the report which relates to reasons behind 
recommending the fund. 
 
 
Improved out of market disclosure for ISA transfers done as part of Structured 
Investment recommendation 
Stocks and Shares ISA transfers are capable of being effected “in species” where the ceding 
provider has procedures which support this.  Otherwise, the transfer will be effected in cash 
under which circumstances it is appropriate to inform the client with a confirmatory remark to the 
same effect in the suitability report. 
 
Previously, automated text to explain this situation was included for all Stocks and Shares ISA 
transfer and Personal Pension transfer cases. 
 
Now, this has been extended to include Structured Product cases where the recommendation 
includes a Stocks and Shares ISA transfer.  An example of the automated text follows. 
 

  
 
 
Improved summary of existing ISA investments for Structured Investment cases 
Generally, good investment advice will include an ISA recommendation before considering other 
forms of investment.  It is, of course, possible to justify use of a Structured Investment where ISA 
allowances have not been used while, in many instances, it is possible to make use of ISA 
allowances inside a Structured Investment.  Because of these factors, e-Suitability already 
supports inclusion of automated text to log a detailed breakdown of unused ISA allowances. 
 



Now, the automated text has been improved so that situations where a Cash ISA allowance has 
already been fully used are clearly stated.  A description of the amended selectable paragraphs 
for joint advice cases follows. 
 

   
 
Selecting “ISA allowance not used at all” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
Selecting “one cash ISA allowance fully used” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
Selecting “both cash ISA allowances fully used” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
Selecting “all ISA allowances fully used” will cause the following text to be inserted: 
 

 
 
For sole recommendation cases, a similar but simpler structure of paragraph choices will be 
available for selection. 
 
 
Improved support for documenting access to an employer sponsored pension scheme 
For all pension recommendations, e-Suitability provides a range of selectable paragraphs to 
document advice around the question of whether the client has access to an employer 
sponsored pension scheme.  Previously, no selectable paragraph covered the possibility of the 
client being self-employed. 
 



Now, a new selectable paragraph has been added for this purpose.  We have also taken the 
opportunity to improve all text in the context of a joint recommendation report as well as a sole 
recommendation report. 
 
An example of the new selectable text for self employed situations follows: 
 

 
 
 
New benefits disclosure for personal pensions 
Disclosure of all major features of a financial contract or product should be communicated to a 
client at, or prior to, sale.  It is wise to re-communicate these again in a suitability report for 
avoidance of any doubt as to whether this was done.   
 
Previously, e-Suitability reports for pensions did not include disclosure of how the benefits may 
be withdrawn.  Now, we have included automated text for all personal pensions which explains 
how withdrawals may be taken and the taxation of them.  An example of the new text follows. 
 

 
 
 
New product providers 
 

o Verbatim Asset Management 
SimplyBiz have launched a new asset management company in collaboration with a 
number of leading fund management houses.  We are pleased to announce the 
introduction of support for Verbatim as a product provider to support advice cases 
where an investment application is made direct to the fund manager.  Where Verbatim 
is selected as a product provider, the following text will be inserted. 

 

 
 



o Elevate 
We are pleased to announce the introduction of support for Elevate as a wrap 
provider.  
 

 
 

 
New risk profiler support 
 

o Oxford Risk 
The Verbatim investment process designed by SimplyBiz incorporates use of a risk 
profiler designed by Distribution Technology which can be used independently or in 
combination with Verbatim investment funds.  The profiler is known as “Oxford Risk”. 
 
As with other supported risk profilers, e-Suitability text includes text about the profiling 
results in the opening section of the report.  The Oxford Risk text is as follows: 
 

 
 



The risk profiling results are then documented – an example for a joint 
recommendation case follows: 
 

 
 
In the case of joint recommendation cases, a section of text follows to determine the 
score basis accepted by both client and partner as the basis for judging the accepted 
risk level.  An example follows: 
 

 
 
o Skandia Risk Profiler by Towers Watson – formerly Watson Wyatt 
The Skandia Investment Solutions web site provides free access to a pension profiler 
designed by Towers Watson, formerly Watson Wyatt.  The profiler is proprietary to 
Skandia and as such may differ from other risk profile solutions offered by Towers 
Watson. 
 
We are pleased now to include support for this popular risk profile utility. 
 
For Amber Lite users, access to this and other risk profilers is available from the client 
folder page as shown below. 
 
 

 
 



For Adviser Office users, access to this and other risk profilers arereeeeeee444443 
available from the activity entry page as shown below. 
 

 
 
An example of the text for a joint recommendation to explain risk using this profiler 
follows: 
 

 



New investment funds 
In recognition of the link between SimplyBiz and Bluegrove, we are pleased to announce 
incorporation of full disclosure support for Verbatim investment solutions 1, 2 and 3.  Support for 
level 4 existed previously.  When used in combination with the Oxford Risk profiler, now also 
supported by e-Suitability, the text to explain the client attitude to risk is tightly linked to the fund 
explanation. 
 
The IM Verbatim fund fact sheets include a caption stating they are for adviser use only.  The 
alternative to attaching fund key facts is to explain the fund in detail within the report itself.  To 
accommodate the needs of advisers who do not wish to attach fund fact sheets to the suitability 
report, we have incorporated fully automated support for fund and charges descriptions in e-
Suitability.   
 
 

o IM Verbatim Portfolio 3, 4, 5 income, 5 growth, 6 & 7 
 
All fund descriptions follow a style similar to the following example. 
 

 
 

We have also built in automated support for explicit disclosure of Verbatim fund 
charges for both retail and institutional fund versions.  Automated support for IM 
Verbatim funds is also available for all the platform providers who have accepted the 
funds.   

 



o F&C Lifestyle Defensive, Cautious, Balanced, Growth 
All fund descriptions follow a style similar to the following example. 
 

 
 
If these funds are recommended by application directly to F&C, text to explain the use 
of F&C as a fund management provider will automatically be inserted into the 
suitability report.  
 
Similarly, if these funds are recommended via an investment platform, a section of text 
to explain the use of F&C as a fund management provider will automatically be 
inserted. 
 

   
o LV= Managed Portfolio 3 – 7 
All fund descriptions follow a style similar to the following example. 
 

 
 
If these funds are recommended by application directly to LV, text to explain the use of 
LV as a fund management provider will automatically be inserted into the suitability 
report.  



o Verbatim Model Portfolio Risk Level 2 – 10 
All fund descriptions follow a style similar to the following example. 
 

 
 
It is only possible to recommend this style of investment via an investment platform.  
Nonetheless, a section of text to explain the use of F&C as a fund management 
provider will automatically be inserted as shown above. 
 

 
Bug fix for protection cases where no waiver of premium benefit is included 
In the last release, we adjusted the automated text for contracts where waiver of premium 
benefit may be included to provide hard disclosure in all cases whether the benefit is included or 
not.  The new feature did not work properly in some need areas.  This error has now been 
corrected. 
 

 
 
 



Bug fix for pensions establishment charge %, large fund rebate % and loyalty bonus %  
In the last release, we adjusted a percentage field to permit figures with up to 3 decimal points 
and omitted the same needed adjustment to two other percentage fields.  This has now been 
corrected so that all of the fields used in the summary plan features section for a pension 
recommendation now allow the same precision. 
 
An example follows: 

 
 
 
Improved disclosure of key documents issued for investment recommendations 
With the introduction of full support for Verbatim investment recommendations, it has become 
apparent that there is insufficient flexibility in the current text to note those documents which 
have been issued for an investment recommendation.  In the case of a Verbatim OEIC 
recommendation, a Simplified Prospectus document is provided for client disclosure rather than 
the more usual Key Facts document. 
 
Now, to aid more accurate disclosure, an editable insertion point has been added to the section 
of text which refers to the documents which have been issued.  An example follows. 
 

 
 
In e-Suitability, text which is coloured green can be amended.  Clicking the text, “Key Facts 
document” will cause a field entry box to appear at the bottom left section of Report Writer. 
 

 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.  In this connection, we are grateful for continued user feedback on any flaws found in the 
content, the correction of which will take precedence over all other development work. 
 
 
 



New paragraph library 
If you have already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop down 
menu which is accessible immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
What’s next on the development list 

� Final Salary pension transfers. 
� Discretionary Fund Manager recommendations. 
� Support for offshore and non-regulated collective investment funds. 
� Improved support for automated inclusion of text to present client “needs and demands”. 
� Unsecured pension review reports. 
� Fund switches within same product reports. 
� Support for “non product” recommendations. 
� With Profits annuities. 
� More support for network fact find risk descriptions and risk profiling tools – e.g. Elevate.  
� Support for National Savings products – a respectable inclusion whenever you make a 

lump sum encashable investment recommendation.  This will be included as a new need 
area for ease of access.  

� Support for “mainstream” investment fund management houses as product providers for 
Stocks and Shares ISAs, Unit Trusts and OEICs and Investment Trusts. 


